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KOSTMAYER
CONSTRUCTION
Kostmayer Construction is a marine construction company based
in the Metro New Orleans area that works across the Gulf Coast
from Texas to the Florida panhandle; working on nearly every
commercial waterway in Southeast Louisiana.
Founded nearly four decades ago by Jimmie Kostmayer, Kostmayer
Construction initially performed mostly marine and heavy civil
construction for public entities. The company did dock demolition
and repairs, storm surge controls, and mooring dolphins for the
likes of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, LADOTD, the Port of New
Orleans, and local municipalities. As the company built a strong
reputation for safely completely difficult projects, their work in the
petro-chemical industry grew each year.
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Over the past fifteen years, the
company has steadily grown and
Jimmie’s son, Totty, and nephew,
Hunter, have joined the executive
team. With the next generation
preparing for a bright future,
Kostmayer made a massive initiative
in 2014 to recapitalize the company’s
fleet of cranes, barges, and other key
equipment to increase their overall
lift capacity and to safely tackle more
complex projects.
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Kostmayer’s collaborative philosophy
and reputation of safe, reliable
work has not only won the company
numerous national safety accolades
and project management awards, it
built long-lasting relationships with
their clients and crews.

SAFETY FIRST CULTURE

Today, Kostmayer works almost
exclusively in the petro-chemical,
industrial industry across the Gulf
Coast and up and down the inland
rivers and industrial canals.

• Every Kostmayer team member
(Operators, Flagmen, Riggers,
and Welders) have up-to-date
certifications for their specialized
crafts and possess TWIC cards,
so they are ready to go to work
in petro-chemical facilities
immediately.

The Kostmayer team thrives
on creating innovative solutions
to complex projects, including
developing solutions to capital
improvement
projects
deemed
unconstructable and cost-prohibitive.

• Each project has a QA/QC (Quality
Assurance/Quality Control) plan,
on-site safety professionals, and
daily safety meetings with all team
members to identify and mitigate
safety hazards.
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• Because of Kostmayer’s stellar
safety program and record, the
company earned the Diamond
(highest) level of the ABC
(Associated Builders & Contractors)
National Safety Excellence Award
from 2015-2018 after attaining the
Platinum STEP Award in 2014, their
first year of applying.

KOSTMAYER’S CAPABILITIES
INCLUDE:
• Marine Construction - pile
driving, mooring dolphins, fender
systems, turn-key construction
solutions, dock demolition,
dock construction, and dock
maintenance
• Heavy Civil Construction cofferdams, pumping stations,
revetment/levee armament,
concrete foundations, pile driving,
structural steel erection
• Industrial Piping Systems - piping
system installation, equipment
setting, and piping system
maintenance
• Emergency Work - "go-to team”
for emergency work on docks and
industrial piping systems
• Kostmayer Construction’s team
earned numerous accolades in
recent years including:
• L’auberge Casino Foundation
– Manhattan Construction
contracted Kostmayer to connect
three barges together using a
structural steel cross bracing to
create a 74,000 square foot gaming
area along with three restaurants
and a multi-purpose event center in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Kostmayer
also installed forty-two 42″x165′
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long steel piles, 900 – 75′ long steel
H-piles, and 1,000 linear feet of
sheet pile bulkhead. Crews laid
over 100,000 square feet of concrete
levee armament for mooring
basin and the cast-in-place bridge/
elevated roadway.
• CEMUS Dock Repairs - The new
CEMUS maritime facility is the
last dock on the Mississippi River
that can handle post-Panamax
expansion size ships. The project
took over five years to go through
permitting and planning, so
CEMUS was more than anxious
to rebuild the dilapidated dock.
Kostmayer demolished the
unsalvageable sections of the
existing dock and rebuilt the
dock with pieces fabricated
concurrently in their fabrication
yard. The dock’s construction had
numerous challenging obstacles
including starting with underwater

demolition of the pilings that
required cutting them at the mud
line. The newly fabricated pilings
and structures also required a
larger crane than usual because of
the severe weight and being on the
Mississippi River, crews had to deal
with marine wakes, so they worked
with the Coast Guard to make the
area safer, especially during diving
operations.
Air Liquide Water Intake System
Upgrade – A critical infrastructure
project where Kostmayer replaced
cooling water pumps for five highproduction industrial facilities, battling
record high river levels that covered
most of the jobsite throughout the
project. Kostmayer fabricated much of
the piping on land at their fabrication
facility to save the client time and
money, and to drastically reduce the
risk of injury for their crews while
improving the quality of the welds.
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Kostmayer created a flexible piping
solution to connect the temporary
water pump housed on their barge to
the stationary pipe on the client’s dock.
Crews also utilized caissons to ensure
a stable foundation for a spinning,
45’ long shaft that went 500 RPM and
required an alignment with a tolerance
of just a thousandth of an inch while
resting on water.
Dow Chemical Outfall Flume Kostmayer fortified the damaged land
eroded by Dow’s outfall flume on the
batture to prevent it from further
erosion. Previously, Dow used sheet
piles to protect the land, but those
piles degraded in less than 10 years and
proved to be ineffective. Dow’s flume is
the lifeline of their plant, cooling the
facility by discharging 600,000 gallons
of fast flowing water per minute so it
couldn’t be shut down for construction.
Kostmayer developed and executed
a plan that not only saved the client
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$250,000, it increased the life span
of the solution from 10 years to 30-40
years. Kostmayer placed 25,000 square
feet of 40’ x 8’ articulated concrete mats
(each weighing 23,000 pounds), added
6,000 tons of 1,000-pound class stone,
and utilized 512 shore jacks as rip rap
to reduce the flow of water.
ECO Services Dock Access Bridge Kostmayer Construction was initially
presented with an RFP from ECO
Services to build a 300’ dock access
bridge using 6 sets of piles and a
concrete decking so ECO could drive
vehicles to and from their dock on the
Mississippi River in Baton Rouge, LA.
After all the initial estimates exceed $6.5
million, the project was on an indefinite
hold because it was cost prohibitive
to build. Kostmayer approached ECO
Services with a different design idea
that slashed the budget in half and
called for three, 8’ wide and 100’ long
steel trusses, which required less

piles because of the reduced weight
and because steel could span longer
distances than concrete. However, the
complexity of construction drastically
increased with the new design because
it required two cranes (one on land and
another on a barge) to place the trusses
and the walkway ran parallel to the
client’s current pedestrian walkway
which carried water, electricity, and
acid (client’s product) to and from the
dock. New mechanical and product
lines were also fabricated on the new
access bridge by Kostmayer.
Kostmayer enjoys discussing upcoming
projects and how to safely and costeffectively overcome challenges (like these
award-winning projects) with fellow LCIA
members and facility managers. Contact
Totty Kostmayer at 504.837.3320 or
jtk@kostmayer.com.
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